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FRASER IS HOMECOMING QUEEN
Young Reviews

Grosjean, Sperry, Allen, Drewry

HSGA Views

Chosen Class Leaders;

Record Turnout For

Oklahoman Wins
Over 4 Rivals

Offices

Decisions to confine student
23
enforcement of the drinking rule
Almost 80 per cent of the students cast ballots at the Student
to the campus, and to appoint
Senate
polls Wednesday and yesterday to fill 23 Senate, class
the headwaiter judge of the propand W.S.G.A. offices.
er dress for Kenarden dining
The seniors turned out in the greatest abundance by visiting
room were made at the Septem"

meeting of the Men's
Association.
In order to clarify his statement of
Dean
last week concerning drinking.
of Men Ralph Young issued the following statement.
"The Voice last week published
ronie comment which I made in
to the rule against drinking. The
article represented my views quite
clearlv. Thev are the same now as
thev were when I was interviewed. It
was unfair, however, to the Men's
Self Government Association to have
before the
these views published
present officers of the Association had
been given an opportunity to publicly
express their attitude toward the rule.
"The attitude of the Association is
referred to below. It represents the
attitude of the men dccidcil upon
before I was interviewed, and it reflects the attitude of the men themselves and the groups which they
represent. I am thoroughly convinced
the officers want to enforce the rule
ber 28

Self-Governme-

nt

Precedent Set
As Dormitories

Elect Councils
The upperclass women's dormitories

re-sar- d

elected dormitory councils last week
for the first time in the history of
the College. Freshman women will
choose theirs in the near future.
These councils were provided for
when WSGA constitution was amended last spring and will enforce the
portion of the drinking rule which
is
under WSGA jurisdiction. This
includes "drinking on campus and unseemly behaviour due to drinking
anywhere."
Each council is composed of sis
r more residents of the dormitory
and the head residents. Those elected
to serve on the various dormitory
councils are:
T)e
Babcock Jane Rover, Pcggv
Chant, Virginia travel. I'al Metel.
Ruth Rhinehardt, and Margaret
Spenser.
Cathy
Lucv Ellsworth,
Campus
Ogden, Doris Schmcrling, and Ann
Willoughbv.
Mary
Hidden
Jane Abernathy,
Jane Booth, Anita Jacobs, I leur Kinney, Barbara Mallerv, Sallv Sterrett,
and Jane Wilbur.
Norma Kraulei
Holden Annex
Jan Nicmever, Polly McCollam, Sue
Shera, Nancy Stewart, Molly Webster,
Martha Weir, and Morna Zimmerman.
Scott Cottage Mary Lou Carmer,
Morrison,
Danielson,
Betty
Doris
Alice Parker, Gay Stein, and Mary
Lou Wright.
Gail Hadaway, Molly
Westminster
Harman, Sarah Jane Lille, Pat McClelland, Jane Rice, Emily Schrier,
and Vivian Tultle.
Korner Klub decided to have their
entire dormitory serve as the council
with Helen Mossbargcr as chairman.

below.

as staled

'I Hope This Will Clarify'
"It never occurred to me that the
publishing of the results of the interview would be embarrassing
to the
men, but it has been. I hope this explanation will clarify any misunderstanding which as arisen because I
permitted mv views to be published
prematurely. The present officers of
the MSG A are very eager to be worthy
of their responsibility. Thev have mv
support one hundred per cent. No
previous group of officers has impressed me more than these men."
After discussing the drinking question, the council adopted the following resolution:
"The MSG A accepts
this area for enforcement:
drinking
on campus and unseemly behaviour
on campus due to drinking."
The section
presidents amplified
this by stating that the MSG A will
lake judicial responsibility
for
on page 4)
uii-(continu-
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vote-battle-

Senafe Prepares
For Homecoming

e

supper-

contribution

Funds are to be used for the expan-Sl(of Radio Free Europe which is
broadcasting from Berlin to countries
behind the Iron
n

Curtain in an attempt
10 Cneck
communist propaganda with
!he story of
freedom. An eight-foot- ,
sj'hd bronze Freedom Bell will be
dedicated in the
western sector of Bcr-United Nations Day, Oct. 24.
'hat time the names of all those
"ho have signed
the scrolls will be
Permanently enshrined in the base of
u,e bell which
bear s the inscription,
"Tl
'"at this world under God, shall
hav e a new
birth of freedom.
Signatures
and contributions
by
dor '"'lories as
of last night were:
n

1

.

.
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Dr. Ferm's New Book
Surveys Philosophy

In another appointment, Greg
Smith was selected as chairman of the
Senate's Migration Day Committee for
the Oberlin game, Nov. 18.

Library recently
announced its forthcoming book, "A
Systems,"
History of Philosophical
Buy Plastic Cushions
Comp-toFerm,
Vergilius
Dr.
by
edited
business of the meeting,
other
deIn
the
of
professor and head
Dave Dowd announced that previous
Woosat
here
philosophy
of
partment
to the first meeting of the Senate
ter. The book was published Septemhad arranged for the purchase of
he
ber 27.
1,000
plastic cushions to be sold at
This volume, containing
the home football games this fall.
main
two
into
divided
is
chapters,
Clark, chairman of the NSA
divisions: Ancient and Mediaeval, and Jack
committee, presented a study of food
forty-onarc
There
Recent.
Modern and
of whom costs in Ohio colleges and also ancontributors, thirty-eigh- t
or Ca- nounced that due to difficulty in arAmerican
in
are professors
and three of ranging dates, the NSA Art Tour
universities
nadian
European and would not be able to appear on camin
whom are professors
pus this year.
Asiatic institutions.

The Philosophical
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A history major and member of Phi
Alpha Theta, history honorary, Pinky's
name has appeared consistently on the
dean's list. She is treasurer of Sphinx
social club and starred last spring in
the Little Theatre production of "Our
Town" with Thornton Wilder. She
was an attendant on the Color Day
court in May.

In addition to being crowned at
,
next
she will be
honored with a private dinner on
Thursday evening. On Friday night
the Queen and her court will atlend
the Homecoming play which will be
followed by the traditional Queen's
ball.
half-tim-

c

n

dorm and make a
hefore that time.

t

X

will autoJean Allison as runner-umatically be a member of the Queen's
court. Other members of the court, a
freshman,
and junior
sophomore,
woman, with their escorts, will be
named by the Queen.

Rus-fel-

Final plans for the Homecoming
celebration next week were completed
"Our crusade for Freedom seems to have gotten off to a Monday night as the Senate held
whopping good start," commented Tom Felt, campus chairman their second regular meeting of the
of the drive last night as dormitory representatives turned in vear. Judges were selected for the
dormitory decorating contest and an
reports.
dollars was apadditional twenty-livtlal of SI 20.48 had been conFunds
Signatures
Dorm
proved for decorating the gym for
tributed by over 500 students by
S 31.28
Babcock and Campus 81
the dance to be held Saturday night
-time
on Thursday in twelve dorms. Kenarden
20.95
124
following the Homecoming game.
Colonial and Scot were the first "hun15.00
02
Douglass
14.82
54
dred percenters."
The judges for the decorating conHoover
61
8.63
include three students and three
test
Holden
Launched by an extra edition of the
7.70 members of the faculty. Appointed
28
Holden Annex
i'mce on Monday night and a pep talk
were Whit Wcihe, M. J. Smirt, and
Behotcguy and
in chapel Tuesday
7.00 Hildreth
16
Newell from the student
morning, the Cru5.41
15
sade will continue
body and Miss Guillc, Mr. Walcoll,
until Wednesday Scot Cottage
4.95 and Mr. Logan from the faculty. In
19
noon, Oct. II,
when signatures and Westminster
3.00 connection with other plans, Morley
16
Colonial
fmds will be sent to the national
2.74 Russell, Homecoming chairman, an26
Bowman
headquarters of the National Committnounced that Jim Sprinkle would
ee for a Free Europe, Inc., in New
SI 20.48 serve as the Queen's manager and
502
Totals
rk. Students who
Winifred Watson is in charge of dance
have not done so
are urged to sign
decorating.
the scrolls placed in
each

-
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Students Make Quick Response
mid-campaig-

.

over four other candidates by a
jority vole of uppperclassmcn.

e

AVERAGE

Crusade Goal At

''

-

the polls 210 strong, to gain a class
percentage of 86.7. The junior class
was on their heels with 83.3 per cent
voting, followed by the freshmen with
78.8 per cent and the sophomores
with 71.7 per cent.
Walt Grosjean will lead the seniors
through the year with the assistance
of Jim Sprinkle, vice president. Eleanor Linden, secretary, and Ann Kcrsh-ncr- .
treasurer. Ann emerged late last
night as the winner of a
contest.
Russell Wins Senate Seat
,
In another
l
Morley
gained the office of senior scnator-at-largover a field of four candidates.
The newly elected president of the
junior class is E. G ("Pop") Sperry.
The juniors also selected Wally
vice
Maggie
president,
Joachim
Reeves, secretary, and Jo Ann
treasurer.
Other scnators-al-largfor the year
are: Tom Oakley, junior, John Keilt.
sophomore, and Carole Cole, freshman. The freshman male Senator is
Robert Martz.
Sophomores gave the nod to Mark
Allen to lead their class with the help
of Sylvia Spencer, vice president, Jane
Wilber, secretary, and Sally Ford,
treasurer.
Drewry to Lead Freshmen
Larry Drewry gained the votes for
freshman president. Dyke Kanai will
undertake the vice presidential office.
Mary Mutch will serve as secretary
and Bob Kerr as treasurer.
The freshmen also had to decide
on candidates for W.S.G.A. offices.
Thev chose Ruth Rcifsnydcr and
Beverly Weir to sit on the judicial
board and Sue Rcid for the administrative board.
Commented Senate President Dave
Dowd: " The junior and senior classes
should be given a hand for the voles
thev got out. As a matter of fact, the
entile student body deserves credit for
a record vote."
closely-conteste-

.
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For the first time in recent
Wooster history, a redhead will
preside over Scot Homecoming
Day activities as a result of
Wednesday's and Thursday's
elections. Charlotte "Pinky"
Fraser, hailing from Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma, won the coveted title of Homecoming Queen

Courtesy

w

uusicr
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1950 Homecoming Queen

Charlotte Fraser

Modified Senate Plan Accepted;
SFRC Revises Chapel Committee
reconstructed chapel committee was authorized by the
Student Faculty Relations Committee Tuesday night in an effort
to meet the recommendation of the Student Senate that something
be done this year to improve the chapel situation.
The significance of the chapel problem was emphasized by the
A

two hours devoted to a discussion of
it bv the committee, which in its
monthly meetings acts as the primary
policy-formingroups in all matters
concerning the College, its faculty and
g

students, and their relations. Within
its jurisdiction,
the SFRC can be
overruled
only by the Board of
Trustees.
Abernathy Elected Secretary
After electing
Jane Abernathy
junior woman secretary, the committee quickly and unanimously approved section three of a recommendation sent to it by the Student
Senate. It had suggested that "the
committee aiding the Rev. Mr. Bales
be revised to make it a more active
and effective group."
was the Senate's
Also approved
motion of Monday night for organizing this new committee. It will provide for student members to be selected by the Senate. Included will
be one from each of the three lower
classes and two seniors. SFRC decided
that the faculty will elect four members from its ranks, which with Mr.
Bales,
and the live students, will
compose the revised committee.
Reduction Plan Postponed
Saving that he saw that the rest of
the Senate's recommendations would
be defeated if a vote were taken on
them at this time. Senate President
Dave Dowd moved that a decision on
them be postponed until January, by
which lime it was fell the less drastic
measure the new committee would
have lime to prove what it could do.
The rest of the Senate recommendation was a
plan. First, to
reduce the number of required chapel
programs a week from four to three,
and the number of cuts allowed from
18 to 12; and second, to schedule on
the remaining day a voluntary chapel
program of a devotional nature, sponsored by the SCC.
President
Lowry reminded
ihe
group thai something like this plan
had been tried before when the
present system replaced the old
chapel schedule. At that lime there
had been an attempt to hold a voluntary devotional chapel on Mondays,
bul it soon failed.
Rcsislers Over 30",',
Dowd had suggested when be introduced the Senate recommendation
that at leasi 30
of the present student body do not like going to chapel.
two-pa-

n

5-d-

ay

Dr. Lowry, Miss Mateer, and Bob
Clark each went on record as considering that a very conservative estimate.
Dean Young said that he didn't
think ihe "chiseling" connected with
required chapel was due to the programs primarily. Miss Mateer then
went on to develop this point adding
that a community of resisters has been
one of the results of some students'
resentment of requirements as such.
"The fellowship of suffering," was
another member's name for it.
The main obstacle to pulling the
into effecL
Senate's recommendation
on a trial basis for one semester now
seemed to be the feeling that once
the new plan were put on trial, il
would prove impossible to dislodge
even if it didn't work out as hoped.
Monitors Are Paid
A motion
by Dean Colder that
chapel monitors be paid some compensation for their work was passed
without dissent. Dean Tauesch sel the
amount at 5 dollars a semester.
Dean Young made the comment
that many students seem to have
the penalty for falsely reporting one's presence at a chapel program. It still stands at suspension
from school for one semester.
Next Agenda Announced
A
MSGA
recommendation
made
Thursday night (see story) that an
investigation of the rules restricting
cars on campus be made was put on
the agenda for next month's meeting.
A discussion of a proposed new matriculation
procedure was also put
aside until then.
Because
of the great number of
organizations requesting funds from
the chapel line money. SFRC voted
that a subcommittee of their group
be chosen to consider the merils of the
different requests as they come in,
and to report to the committee on
them. Another subcommittee was sel
up to make a study of the new matriculation proposal before the next
meeting.
While they were appointing subcommittees, SFRC picked one more
to consider buying a United Nations
flag for the College. The committee
appointed consists of Bill Gardner,
who suggested the plan, and two
members of SFRC. It is hoped that
the (lag will be available by I'nitcd
Nations Day, October 14.
for-goLlc- n
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week-end-

Station's Return
Awaits Arrival
Of New Parts
Station WCW expects to return to
the air for a second year as the College's own radio station
within a
very few weeks, it was announced
today.
According to Lou Wollenburg, manager of the station, regular broadcasting has been delayed to make possible
the completion of construction
of
equipment
that will bring to the
college campus programs far superior
to those of last year. A new console,
or control panel, was partially constructed by Wayne McClung during
the past summer vacation and now
awaits only a shipment of radio parts
for its completion. With this new
console, built after Western Electric
design, Station WCW will broadcast
with higher fidelity better drama
shows and smoother music programs.
Marge Kunart, program director
of the station, plans more music and
less chatter this year. It was realized
that students wish a kind of music
that is conducive to study, and little
talk other than announcements
of
campus events of general interest.
Radio time will be made available for
any organization wishing to promote
or make known its activities.
Mr. Jack Bower has agreed to continue his program "Take Ten," on
which he often discusses typical student problems or reviews good books
of the day. But most of the radio
time will be devoted to music; popular, classical, and
The station stalf has not been
totally organized for this year, and
there are many positions open to interested persons. The greatest need is
for continuity writers who arc capable
of typing scripts for music and drama
shows. There are also positions open
for "quiet"
and radio
actors for the drama shows.
semi-classica-

disk-jockey-

l.

s

Recurring Knee Injury
May Bench Price Daw
Price Daw, left end of the Black and
Gold gridiron squad, may not be able
to take the field in the coming struggle
with Kenyon this Saturday. Daw sustained a recurrence of an old knee injury in yesterday's practice session,
and the possibility of his starting is
very doubtful. The Scots' offensive will
undoubtedly suffer from his absence
as he is the leading pass receiver in
Wooster's aerial attack.

Friday, October
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something we want for ourselves is always a very sad business. We dislike
seeing anybody make sacrifices. One of the most
interesting things about the current Crusade
for Freedom campaign at Wooster is the spectacle of some people who grandiloquently speak
of the sacrifice their contribution means, and
how willing they are to make it. They will
sacrifice their bit with pride, they imply, and
consider it their good deed for the day.
BUT WHAT they do not seem to understand
is that they are giving something they are not
being asked for. A contribution to the Crusade
for Freedom collection box is above all not a
sacrifice, and those who would make it seem so'
are only deluding themselves with a picture of
their own kindness that makes them look more
than a little vain.
We are not being asked for a sacrifice, but for
partial payment of a debt that we can never
repay in full.
OUR DEBT is to powers outside our control
that have guided us to where we are. We ourselves cannot conceivably take the credit for our
present position of leadership in the world;
no American can take the credit, and indeed,
no living man is responsible for putting America
of all nations at the peak of her wealth and
influence in the world today. That America
is the safest, freest and healthiest nation on
earth could not possibly be due to our efforts
alone. We might sometimes forget it and sometimes deny it, but we had a certain amount of
help. That we had Divine help we might concede, if only to be polite, but to realize to what
degree the resistance and courage of the rest
of the democratic world are sparing us the
same ordeal many of them are suffering is
not easy.
that a war fought on
EVEN YET
foreign soil is a "foreign" war has not died out.
There are still some people who think that they
are not involved in a fight until the enemy
batters their front door down. They would
rather wait and fight the enemy when he gets
to California than begin before he gets across
the ocean at all. As long as the battlefield is
in the Eastern hemisphere, it is a foreign war,
they tell us.
THESE PEOPLE are of the same stripe as the
ones who claimed all the victory for the good
ole U.S.A., and then pat themselves on the back
for sacraficing their money to noble causes to
Americanize the poor weaklings across the
SACRIFICING

a

ocean.

IN SHORT, what they lack here is just plain
conscience. An American with a conscience will
not look on the Freedom Crusade as a "noble
cause" for which all nice people will sacrifice
some small change. It will recognize it for what
it is a debt to be paid.
WE ARE NOT being asked for anything
more than we owe. T. F.

Sharp Minds

... For

What?

COLLEGES and universities are plots of
ground teeming with talent and ability. The best
young minds in the nation are sharpened and improved within the buildings on these plots of
ground.
THERE ARE many good uses for sharp minds
in this day and age.
ONE OF the most vital tasks to which an intelligent person can devote himself is the governing of our nation. There are a lot of
jokes passed off about politicians and some of
our legislators inspire laughter or tears but
the fact remains that our country will be no better than its politicians. Why, then, do not more
people enter this exciting and
challenging field? There are plenty of shrewd
politicians on this very campus a few of them
were shrewd enough to be elected to office by a
discriminating electorate this week. How many
of them will feel the call to contribute to the
welfare of their nation by offering their
sharpened minds and their youthful outlook
old-sa-

college-traine-

w

d

to it?

EVERY YEAR hundreds of prospective lawyers, doctors, teachers, ministers graduate from
Wooster. Sooner or later, every student in this
college receives training in leadership, in personal responsibility, and in the art of government. Why, then, the question again arises, have
not more Wooster students mounted the
hustings and made a bid for leadership?
THE WRITER has seen the leaders of this
nation sitting in the Congress of the United
States. He would vote more quickly for a student
fresh from Wooster than for manv of them.
J-

-

w.
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Only What We Owe
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STAFF ASSOCIATES:
Cliff Bushncll, Dick Duke, John
Bergen, Roger Muckley, Bentley Duncan, Elizabeth
Blumberg, Wally Wills, Virginia Garibaldi, Jack
Lang, Mary Ronsheim, Dirk Cohoon. Nell Maxwell,
Pat McLaughlin.

Gen. Douglas MacArthur has called
on North Koreans to surrender in
order to avoid "useless shedding ol
blood and destruction o property."
The tensely worded message followed
the fall of Seoul and a series of disastrous North Korean defeats.
The 38lh parallel has been crossed
by army units of the Republic ol
Korea on the eastern front. North of
to
Seoul, U. N. troops continue
meet stubborn Communist resistance.
Meanwhile American planes are attacking supply columns south of the
Manchurian border.
Soviet delegate Vishinsky has sub
milted a seven point peace plan to
the General Assembly. Included in
its proposals is the immediate cessation of hostilities, together with the
withdrawal of all foreign troops, to be
national elecfollowed by
tions.
1 he Republic of Indonesia became
the (jUth nation to join the U. N. after
a vote by acclamation in the General
Assembly. Previous to this the Security Council had acted favorably on
its request for admittance.
The General Assembly has passed a
general resolution regarding the solution of the Korean question on a national basis, which high American
officials have interpreted as tacit approval of U. N. intervention north of
the bSih parallel. Meanwhile the Se
cutrity Council has rejected another
Soviet motion protesting the strategic
bombing of North Korea.
all-Kore-
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Wheels

by Dick Cohoon
Once upon a time when the world
was still simple and when every man
knew his job and did it well, there
was a state called Prosperity. This state
of Prosperity was situated way otf from
other states and was surrounded on
three sides by a great river and on the
fourth by a high, big hill. Now this
slate was a
stale, and
every morning the slate oflicials went
to their tall lowers and passed laws
for ihe people; the business men went
to their ollices and planned how to
make more money in less time and
with minimum effort so that they
could pay their taxes and keep the
stale oliicials, and ihe workers went to
heir machines to produce goods so
that they could earn money and buy
food in order lo produce more goods
and earn more money for the business
men and thus pay the state officials.
The product of this stale was a specially, they manufactured wheels. The
wheels of Prosperity were rounder
than those of any other stale and consequently the progress of the world
rolled on the wheels of Prosperity.
Prosperity turned out huge wheels so
big lhal they were useless but so round
that they were a pleasure to look at,
and they manufactured wheels so small
and yet still so round ihat they rolled
away and were never seen again. In
between was every size of wheel known
lo man. Prosperity was nourishing,
wealthy and happy.
One morning there slrode into town
a tail man with flaming red hair who
carried a llutc. He sat down on a perfectly round bench in Ihe perfectly
round center of the slate and proceeded to play his llutc. As the city
oliicials and business men dashed by
him on their way to work, they were
so engrossed in their own thoughts
thai they didn't even hear the llutist.
But whe nthe workers came by, the
flutist played so beautifully and so
charmingly
that all the workers
stopped to listen to him play.
That morning all the workers were
half an hour late to work. The business men and the state oliicials were
alarmed at this for ihey were afraid
that Prosperity was on the skids. That
very same morning the business men
and the oliicials met at the very round
slate house to determine how Prosperity could once again be put on ils
wheels. After much discussion and
heavy debate, they decided to stulf the
(continued on page '1)
well-ordere-
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WAS THE successful use of the modernized T
the Bears under Halas, and by Shaughnessy when
he moved to Stanford, which started the trend toward
the adoption of ihe T. Leahy of Notre Dame did play
a part in this trend. Since the "Box" formation had been
developed at Notre Dame, Leahy naturally hesitated to
introduce the new formation. But when many schools
began using the T and its merits became obvious,
especially in view of the playing personnel on hand
at Notre Dame at the time, Leahy bowed to the inevitable. This desertion of the Box formation was the
signal for a mad rush to ihe T, apparantly with the idea
that "the king can do no wrong." In view of the above,
it is very ironic that anyone should think that Leahy
developed the T formation.

IT

by

Inc.

"This is Mr. Finizi. He's a ivine taster"

Goo Time Had
By All As 'Whistle'
Cast Rehearses

Killed Scol Band
Impresses Crowd
In Initial Appearance

by Bunny Garibaldi
Monday night I paid a visit to
Scotl Auditorium
to preview the
Silver
Homecoming
play,
"The

The College of Wooster has man;
things of which it is justly proud. As
the opening minutes of last week's
pigskin contest with Kalamazoo drew
near, one of the prides of Wooster

. . .

Dear Mr. Editor:
Jl.'ST FOR the sake ol accuracy it should be pointed
out that a statement in last week's sport's page was not
quite correct. I am referring to the statement which
was as follows: 'Most of the teams the Scots will meet
this year use the conventional T, which was developed
by coach Frank Leahy at Notre Dame." Actually, the
modern, conventional T formation (including man in
motion, balanced line, etc.) was developed from an
"old T" which used long before Frank Leahy had hair
on his chest, but it had fallen into oblivion. The main
credit for the introduction of the modern T formation
then of the U. of
is due coach Clark Shaughnessy,
Chicago, and coach George Halas of the Chicago Bears.

mm

a

Mr. Lewis Douglas, American ambassador to the Court of St. James,
has lesigned his post after 3i2 years
of service in London. Mr. Truman has
appointed Walter S. Gifford, former
p.esidenf of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Co., to succeed Mr.
Douglas wno has lesigned because ol
poor health.
l he Government of Canada has announced that the Canadian dollar
will lrom now on be permitted to
hnd its own exchange rales according
to the free currency market. This is
the first time in many years that
Canadian currency has been allowed
to lloat freely.

I

Who Done Ii

- - -

CREDIT SHOULD be given where credit is due.
Leahy is an excellent coach. He has made his mark
in the history of sports. But let's be accurate and give
the credit all around, lest we soon have people believing
football was invented at Notre Dame!
Atlee L. Stroup
Department of Sociology

Whislle." Amid knitting actresses and
a few stage door Johnnies I walched

made its impressive appearance
the
the play unfold.
kilted Scot band marched down the
The scene is set in the
hill into the stadium. One of the most
yard of a home for the aged,
court
thrilling spectacles lo be seen at
we find the lonesome, worn out
where
Wooster is the
procession
bare-lookin- g

pre-gam- c

l
into the
stadium by our "guests" bewailing their lot. There
colorful band. Paced this year by are Mrs. Sampler (Ruth llomrighausen)
F.rbland, a coy old lady who likes pretty things,
drum
Donna
majorettes
natural-bow-

Carol McCool, and Nancy Nelson, led and Mr. Becbe (Bill Garber), a sly
who likes Mrs. Sampler.
by drum major Tom Snyder, the gentleman
Hall
Harriet
plays Mrs. Hannier, a
band, distinctively clad in their imold
crone who is sure she
suspicious
ported MacLeod tartan plaids, retired
an
needs
And sitting
appendectomy.
to their seats opposite the stands to
await

rather soddenly over

the game.

in the corner

Headly
has a bottle
Miss

is

who

(Jeanne Cochran)
During the contest the band instashed away in some
spired the squad, accompanying the
Before
place.
secret
long Mrs. Gross
,
fans in school songs. At the
is
(Winkie
wheeled on in
Buchanan)
Mr. Stuart Ling and the Scol band,
her wheel chair by Mr. Cherry (Dick
62 strong, look over to provide the
is loudly condemning the
faiihful rooters with snappy forma- Flarris). She
tions and band music of a high clothes, or lather the lack of clothes
calibre. After saluting both the Kala- of the modern woman. Ruling the
Miss Tripp (Barbara Ward)
mazoo supporters and ihe Wooster home are
and
Reverend
Watson (Ed Avison).
boosters, the band left the field stepSupposedly thev are in love and en
ping lo the cadence set bv the drum
gaged, althougTi the good reverend
corps and bagpipers, Mary Jane Booth has said very litile about either.
and Phil Wile. With the final gun
Into this scene of hopeless lethargy
the fans could hear ihe band strike up bounds Oliver Erwinter
(Bill Mcand, even though dejected, lead Woos-ter'- Graw) and his accomplice Enimett
(Dick Oberlin).
Though they are
fans from the stadium.
only looking for a few free meal:
The Scot band, raied as one of the Erwinter sees
the pitiful situation and
best marching bands in the Ohio Con- decides to stay. In spite of much
ference, will perform at every game needling from Enimett, Erwinter at
this year except the Kenvon lilt. tempts lo call the old folk back to
During this second year of Mr. Ling's youth as if with a silver whislle,
using instead a Chinese potion as his
direction, the band, in addition to
remedy.
playing at football games, will plav
My
view
of
at pep rallies and basketball games,
"The Silver Whistle" was enlivened
and present three concerts in the by Mr. Craig's rendition of Ogden
spring.
Nash's "The Children's Party."
half-time-

-

s

before-opening-nig-

ht

The

youngest Craig had just celebrated his
fourth birthday. Said Papa Craig, "It
was realty a orawi, Inn a goo time
was had by all."

One of the mainstays of anv band
the drum section. The percussion
corps this year consists of Bill Murphy,
Wally Joachim, Bill Aber, and F.d
on the snares; Lou
I.aulenschlager
Even without
an cnlre acl by
Wollenberg, Ken Shafer on the tenors; Craig I can highly recommend
"The
and Mac Taylor on the bass. Other Silver Whistle," which
will be showmembers of this band that is famous ing in Scott Auditorium
October 11th
throughout the Midwest are:
through the lib.
Carl Aten, Edward Avison, Orwvn
,
Bellerjcau, Nancy Bever, James
Brandenslcin,
Barbara
John
Budde,
Richard
Campbell,
Susan
Cratmcll,
Donald
Campbell,
Paul
Chalfant,
Rachel Collins, Richard
Coolman, John Costcllo, Eugene Cox,
I he Girl: "No,
Bill, ii's my prinWilliam Crothers.
ciple not to kiss a fellow good night."
Philip Decker, John Ebv, Stewart
I he Boy: "Girlie, I wish you'd forElder, Robert Elliott, Wavne Fox,
president of ihe band, John Frev, get your principle and take a little
Richard Hiatt, Credc Hicstand, James interest once in a while."
Kardos, Chalmers
Martin,
Nancy
Martin, Thomas Martin, Hugh
George McKaig, Arthur
Professor: "This lecture is liable to
.
Meissncr, Willard Mcllin, Iloro
prove a little embarrassing. If any men
Heather Munson, June Murphy, or women care to leave, they may."
is

by Jon Waltz
AMERICA if we see a sinister-lookinstranger in
trench-coa- t
hat, we
and a
smile and put him down as a poor man's Humphrey
Bogart. In many other parts of today's world, a person,
on seeing such a man, would shut his mouth and flee
into an alley until the man passed on, for he might be
carrying in his pocket an invitation to a hanging.
SOMEBODY ONCE asked us, "Don't you ever get
enthusiastic about anything?" Taken by surprise, we
were able to name only one thing, which we let pass.
However, today we could answer his question in the
affirmative, for today we are enthusiastic about something . . .
hackLIBERTY, Freedom, Independence
neyed words thai are the political cliche expert's stock
in trade. Yet these are words beyond the comprehension
of the average college student. What do we know about
freedom we who have never been without it? It's like
the soil beneath our feet the beginning and the end
of everything. But there are people on this earth who
have had their liberty ruined, and are in danger of
having the word and its synonyms pass out of their
vocabulary for want of use.
WE HAVE come to lake freedom pretty much for
granted; some people are coming to take enslavement
for granted. When someone comes up with a good, solid
plan for telling the captive peoples of the world that
liberty is the most wonderful thing on earth, I, for one,
get enthusiastic. And so we're enthused about the Freedom Crusade wiih its Radio Free Europe. We like
the job it wants to do, and the way it wants to perform
it. The idea of talking to the miserable souls bevond the
Curtain in ihe language of the farmer and the laborer
and the little businessman
in short, in the language
they understand appeals to us. We think it's a splendid
idea to augment the federal government's
Voice of
America. The government's programs are written bv
federal employees the masters of gobbledygook. We'd
rather see the story of freedom go out in simple, telling
,
terms that don't read like Article 224, subsection
paragraph
of the revised Fair Labor Standards
IN

a

g

rumpled

low-brimme- d

time-wor-

n,

436-B-

X-7-

Act,

7

annotated.

NOW IS a good lime to get enthusiastic. Now is the
lime to help spread a most wonderfully vital story
a story full of cliches like liberty, freedom, independence.
Now is the time to give the Freedom Crusade a helping
hand.

1

Bous-man-

Ticklers

FLOWERS
FOR
HOMECOMING

Mc-Ciilloug-

h,

Mir-aldi-

William Newman, Donald Orr, GilStudent: "Professor, may I invite in
bert Ogawa, James Pernod, Theodore
some of my friends?"
Potts,
George
Rutherford, Keith
Shearer,
I. o r c n
Shearer,
James
Sprinkle, Edith Talbot, Marcia
,
Vostecn,
Peter
Lois
Wall,
The guy who goes steady and claims
Laurence Wallace, Wilbur Wallace, he's the boss in the twosome will probLouis Wollenberg, and Pat I.engcl, ably lie about more important things.
secretary of the band.
From The Sultle Salesman
Tcn-cate-

Bill "Yogi" Mithoefer

Barrett's Representative
Kenarden IV

Phone 193
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one of llic Scols so aptly put it following ihc fateful ami none too
opening gridiron clash last Saturday. "Well, at least we won't have
worry about becoming
about going through an undefeated

Gridders Eager

nt

As

1,1-illia-

(o

ovcr-conlide-

For Firsl Win
Over Old Rivals

nt

season!"

score that the Hornets amassed to record their first
The lop sided
victory of the season in three starts is hardly indicative, however, of the
comparison of the two teams. Except for about seven minutes of playing time
--

18-32

in the whole game, Black and Gold played the visitors to an even standstill and in several instances, looked like the best squad on the field.
Not too smart football which stems from inex
perience was the thing that really told the tale,
as the home town boys managed
to give away
enough points on a silver platter to lose the contest
convincingly. Fumbles and intercepted passes proved
especially costly and the uncertain plav on receiving
appeared to be their Waterloo.
For the Inst live minutes of the second half, as
the Scots took the held trailing
the boys began
to plav the brand of football that Woostcr fans
1
were expecting to sec. Only for periods of three
minutes in the first half and four minutes in the
fc-lJ- I
second did the Scots seem to fall apart.
he visitors
did all their scoring in these two times and live of their touchdowns will
have to be deemed just an example of good old Woostcr hospitality anil
kick-off-

dV

6,

-

T

generosity.

One thing that was really in evidence all over the field on Saturday was
ability of Price Daw. The fleet-footeleft end was
the superb
everywhere making sensational catches, several of which were really out of
this world. Jesse Malin looked no less than terrific when he started pitching
the pigskin around during the two touchdown drives that initiated the
pass-catchin-

g

d

third quarter. Another fellow that deserves special mention is sophomore
of the tackles from his line backer spot
Jack Clark, who was in on
on defense, and great th'.ngs are expected of this fellow ere the season is
over. For a fellow that never played in a game before in his life, Fran Nagv
really went to town when he got that ball under his arm. His average
yardage gained per try 14 yards. That's pretty good in any league.
four-fifth- s

Those of us who thought that the Woostcr defeat was a bit of an
upset just have to take a gander around the country to take heart a little
and realize that ours wasn't the only team to whom Kismet was unkind.
The Michigan Wolverines, again rated as one of the top three teams in
the Western Conference, found themselves vanquished bv their old rivals
from Lansing for the first time in 14 years, as the confident Michigan Stale
squad just overpowered them to the tune of 14-The Ohio Stale Buckeves.
rated as another one of the first three in the conference, fared litlle better
in their efforts against Kyi Rote and .Southern Methodist Mustangs, as the
Buckeves blew an early game lead to lose in the closing minutes of the
7.

contest.

Notre Dame came through in the final two minutes to just edge out
as the Tar Heels played the
spirited North Carolina aggregation,
Irish clear off their feet throughout the entire contest. The game started
out to be a usual ND romp as the visitors scored in the first few minutes
of plav, but after that the bovs from South Bend had all they could do to
undefeated streak intact. Many times the Tar Heels had
keep their
the opportunity
to make gridiron history, but each time they failed to
quite make the grade.
And then we could always look at the Cleveland Browns going scoreless
for the first lime in 63 starts. Enough said.
a high

14--

39-gam-

7,

e

Making a Merriwell finish out of what at one time looked like a sure
thing, Ed Sawyer's "Whiz Kids" from Philadelphia defeated the Dodgers
in the tenth inning of the final game of the season and so earned the
dubious honor of meeting the illustrious Yankees in baseball's annual fall
classic Just for the sake of argument, and since I'm an old National League
fan at heart, I'll stick my neck out again and pick the Phillies to upset the
dope and knock off the Yankees in six games. It's just the old argument of
youth against experience cropping up again. Think I'll string along with
the Kids this time.

Kenarden League Rolls As Second Swamps

First; Fourth Upsets Third; Fifth, Sixth Tie
by Dick Duke
playoff could not
fettle the
contest Friday
afiernoon. Both teams passed successfully in the sudden-deatending and
left the game tied,
After scoring in the early minutes
of the conflict with a pass from Dick
Campbell to Pete Williams, Fifth saw
Sixth's Bill Blackwood put his team
back in the game to slay when he
leaped to intercept a pass and then
covered the few yards between him
and the goal.
In the second half Fifth threatened
twice, but both times Sixth took their
passes away from them. The game
ended just as Blackwood snared a
pass in the end zone to end Fifth's
last threat.
In an attempt to gain a decision,
the officials moved the ball onto the
practice field, two yards in front of
the goal. Both teams received one
play to either cross the line or kick
the pigskin between
the uprights.
Boih chose to pass.
Fifth lined up in a single wing to
ihe right and snapped the ball back
to Pop Sperry, who edged toward
the right and then threw to Pcie
Williams in the left side of the end

Second came out of its choir-bowin
huddle and racked up an
over First in the opening meeting of
the Kenarden league Sept. 27. With
early in the second half.
the score
Don Sillars heaved the pigskin half
the length of the field to Bob Clark,
who had gone far down the field before heading for the left side line.
The next play gained ihc TD as
Sillars tossed to Jim Hughes, who ran
around
right end. After Second's
Nearhood
Bill
third touchdown,
passed his mates down the field into
scoring position, but the threat faded
yards short of the payoff line.
Today marks the end of this season's
second week of Kenarden and Trolley
league football. Fifth met Eighth
this afternoon, Second ran up againsl
Seventh yesterday, and First played
Fourth Wednesday.
Third scored with three minutes
left in the game Tuesday to down
Eighth defealcd Seventh
Sixth
12 6 on Monday.
scheduled
league
The Trolley
1)
today, A
Douglass B against
against C yesterday, and Ninth againsl
B Wednesday. This league is having
in gaining its feet because
difficulty
zone.
was a double forfeit
With the pressure on, Sixth came of forfeits. It
B handed a victory to
and
Tuesday
up with the sleeper down the right
A Monday.
sideline to end the ballle in a tie.
who was a big
Bob Anderson,
Fourth Upsets Third
and running,
passing
his
with
power
Third dominated the ball game
against Fourth Thursday but Wib dashed around left end for 16 yards
its
Christy took a pass from Jim Minium and a touchdown to give Third
drive
and sped half the length of the field 60 victory. The
from its
to give Fourth the victory,
This started when Sixth punted
flew over Third's
play covered almost all own eight. The boot
entire defense and Anderson finally
the distance between the goals.
Third took an early lead by gaining picked it up deep in his own territory
a safety on Fourth, but after that and ran it back to midfield.
the closest they came was when John
A pass from Anderson to John Kcitt
Keitt caught a pass and ran it to took the attack to the 16, from which
the five.
(continued on page 4)
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Courtesy

(loach Dave Henderson is back at
the helm of the Lords this year and
has been working wilh an experienced team. The Purple and White
turned out 49 football candidates at
the beginning of the season. Thirty-fou- r
of these were varsity holdovers
and fifteen were freshmen.

Daily Record

Woostcr

Lloyd Johnson (10) on Wooster's 41) yard line in
the second period.
Jack Hayward (91) makes the tackle as Jack Clark
(73) moves in on the play.

Saturday's game with Kalamazoo was a series of
fumbles, sixteen of them being committed.
Here Pete Sprague (92) is about to recover the ball
for the Scots after a fumble by Kalamazoo back

Horneis Overpower Scots In Season's Opener
2
As Kalamazoo Experience Makes Score
48-3-

The Scots opened their )."() football season against a strong Kalamaoo
team. The rugged conditioning of coaches Shipc and Behringer was in
evidence as the Hornet powerhouse, with two games under their belt,
decision.
outbatlled the Scots to a
won
Kalamazoo
toss
the
and
was hurt
elected to receive. Dodez kicked to the Wooster's Jack Hayward
on this plav and was out for the rest
Hornet 30 yard line where it was
Van Horn then plunged
taken by Dillman. After two running of the game.
over for a touchdown and Hinz's atthe
Hornets
kicked
from
attempts,
was good.
the 42 l the Scot 10. After a line tempt for the extra point
Kalamazoo led
plunge by Shafer and two by Ober
On the kickofr Shafer's fumble was
which failed to net the necessary
recovered bv ihc visitors and a pass
Scots
yardage the
punted from the
netted another touchdown. The extra
end zone to the 50.
was good and lire
After two attempts to make a first point attempt
visitors led I to 6.
down the Hornets kicked, the ball
Sitlcr received the kickoff and ran
going into the end zone. Woostcr
took it on the 20 and a pass from it from the 13 to the 32. On the
Sitlcr to Daw netted 8 yards for the second down a Siller pass was interScots. On the wedge play, Shafer cepted bv Slcffoff and run back to
picked up a first down for the the Scots' 22. Dillman then picked up
Scols. Siller again passed to Daw who a first down and Van Horn went
ran the ball to the Kalamazoo 29 over for the TD. The extra point attempt was again good and at the end
yard line.
Another Sitlcr pass, this time to of the half Kalamazoo led
1

48-3-

2

7--

6.

I

21--

Swan, gained 8 yards, but the Scols'
lack of experience showed when ihcv
fumbled on the 32 and Kalamaoo recovered. On the third down, Swan
smeared Van Horn for a loss of about
eight yards and the Hornets kicked
from the 30.
After two line plunges by Shafer,
Siller was nailed behind the line for
a loss of about 9 yards but an offside
pcnaltv againsl Kalamazoo gave the
Scols a first down on their own 43.
Gene Grim recovered a fumble on
the Kalamazoo 4"). Jess Malin then
threw a beautiful pass to Daw on
the Kalamazoo 13 vard line for a net
gain of 30 yards. The quarter ended
with the ball in Wooster's possession
on the Kalamazoo 13.
Scots Take Lead
Cher gained 11 yards behind beautiful blocking for a first down. Jess
the
through
Malin then plunged
t
center of the Kalamazoo line to
In the try
and Woostcr led
for the extra point, Borchik attempted
a kick which was no good.
On the kickolf Dodez kicked to the
Kalamazoo 15 which was returned to
the 32. Van Horn then picked up
a first down for the visitors but
there was a fumble on a Dillman pass
which was recovered for the Scols by
Pete Sprague. A Siller pass intended
for Daw was then intercepted by
Johnson and the visitors returned the
ball to the 50. The Hornets' left
half back Glennon ran around Wooster's right end for a gain of 27 yards
and the ball rested on the Scots' II.
pay-dir-

6-0-

.

7.

Half Splurge
In the second half Wooster received
and Ed Malin returned the ball to the
25. Two successive passes from Jesse
Mail lo Daw netted a gain of 21 yards.
A jump pass
from Malin to Daw
then gave Woostcr another first down
and on an end run Nagv picked up
15 yards to put the ball on the
visitors' 16. Jesse Malin and Ober then
brought the ball down to the Kalamazoo 5 from which a Malin to Daw
pass gave the Scots their second TD.
Again Borchik's attempt was no good
and the score was
Dodez's kick was returned lo ihc
40 and Sprague recovered Johnson's
fumble on the Kalamazoo 44. A jump
pass lo S van picked up 6 yards and
Jesse Malin picked up a first down
on a line buck. Fran Nagv then went
around left end to the Kalamazoo 20
and a first down. Another Malin to
Daw pass in the end zone gave the
Scots their third touchdown and the
extra point try was good, making
the score
After a beautiful kick by Dodez, Van
Horn and Simanton each picked up a
first down and with the ball resting
on the Woostcr 30 Van Horn made a
beautiful run to the Scots'
yard line.
Van Horn went around end again
and the visitors led
Hornets Go Wild
The kickoff was returned to the 31
by Jack Clark but a clipping penalty
on Wooster placed the ball on the
16. I'.d Malin's pass was then intercepted by Stelle. Van Horn again went
Second

21-1-

21-1-

left end and Kalamazoo led
Wooster fumbled the kickofT
which was returned for a TD by the
Hornets. The extra point was good
and the visitors led
On the kickolf Kit Malin was hurt
and was out for the remainder of the
game. Kalamazoo intercepted a lateral
pass and the quarter ended with the
score Kalamazoo 41, Wooster 19.
On a series of running plays Kalamazoo again hit pay dirt; the conversion was good and the visitors led
around
31-1-

9.

41-1-

18-1-

Kenyon Freshmen Eligible
Kenyon dropped out of the
Ohio Conference last spring, all freshmen athletes will be able to compete
in varsity athletics. Taking advantage
of this situation, Coach Henderson
is planning
to use freshman Gene
Mio at one of his end positions. Mio
is rated as an outstanding end from
St. Ignatius of Cleveland. Sophomore
John VerNooy is slated for the other
terminal spot. Two lctlcrmcn, Bob
and Al Ballard, will probably
start at the tackle slots with senior
Bill Simonds and Bill Ranncy holding down the guard posts. Dave Kuhn
is the center. Dom Cabriele will do
the quarterbacking
and Ron Fraley,
Slan Jackson, and Grant Cook round
out the offensive backfield. Running
from the single wing with a flanker,
the Kenyon team will attempt lo use
a complete two platoon system.
Since

9.

9.

kickoH was fumbled by the
and recovered bv the Hornets.
On the first play, however, the Scots'
"Doc" I.owrie recovered a Kalamazoo
fumble and the ball rested on the
Scot 32. Pilchouts resulted in two first
downs for the Scots and after a series
of line bucks by DeArment, the Scots
were once more in scoring position.
DeArment then went over for a TD
and Doricott's conversion was good.
.
The score was
Swan's kickolf was returned to the
31 and after two 15 yard clipping
penalties, Nagv intercepted a Dillman
pass and ran it back to the 20. Dori-cot- t
passed to Joseph on the 5 and
DeArment wedged over for a TD.
1 he conversion attempt was not good
.
and the score was
Swan's kickolf was returned lo the
45 and the battle against the clock
began with the visitors trying furiously
to score. The gun went off with the
ball resting on the Scot 15.

The

Scols

48-26-

48-32-

Eg-ge-

all-aroun- d

Both teams will be striving for their
first victory of the season, as the
Scots lost their opener and Kenyon
is yet untested. The Lords are eagerly
awaiting this game to seek revenge
for the 40 to 7 trouncing handed by
the Scots last year. The Black and
Gold will be adequately prepared for
the occasion after ironing out several
errors from the Kalamazoo clash.

2.

9.

1

28-1-

9.
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University of Miami
Coral Gables, ia-
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HOMECOMING
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NOW
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Meeting the gang to discuss a quiz
a dale with the campus queen or
just killing time between classes

THE WOOSTER HOTEL
Next to the Wooster Theater

Call 9

the University

of Miami Student

Club is one of the favorite places for
a rendezvous. At the Student Club,

For Those SMOKERS, RUSH PARTIES
and HAYRIDES - order

as in university campus haunts
everywhere, a frosty bottle of
is always on hand for the
pause that refreshes Coke belongs.

DONUTS

Coca-Col- a

from

NOLETTI'S BAKERY
BOWMAN AT PALMER
Try Our Sandwiches and Sundaes for
That Sunday Evening Snack

5'
THE

COCA-COL-

Ask

for it

trade-mar- ks

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY
A

rt

Coach Is Wooster Grad
Coach Dave Henderson is an alumnus of Wooster, graduating in 1939.
Winning letters in football, basketball, and baseball for three straight
years, he is claimed to be one of the
finest
ever at
athletes
Wooster.

0.

game-winnin-

6--

game-savin-

After lasting defeat from Kalamazoo
week, the Wooster Scot eleven
attempt to notch its first victory
of the 1950 season against Kenyon
College at Gambier, Ohio. Rivals since
1890, the two colleges
will
clash
tomorrow for the twentieth time. In
the 19 previous games Woosler has
emerged victorious 11 times, while
Kenyon has won 6. Two games resulted in tics.
lasl
will

s

21--

J

by Don Hlahnik

either way . . . both
mean the same thing.
OF THE

COCA-COL-

A

COMPANY

BY

BOTTLING COMPANY OF WOOSTER, O.
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MORE ON

Third Edges
Sixth
6--

.

.

MORE ON

.

6.

Seventh scored with one minute
left in the first half when Stan Wilson
took the ball on a reverse and passed
to speedy Morley Russell who caught
it on the 30 and ran the distance.

MORE ON

.

.

.

I've lost another
pupil," said the professor as his glass
eye rolled down the drain.

M. S. G. A.

(continued from page 2)
(continued from page 3)
the touchdown was made two plays cars of every worker with cotton so
later.
thai they could not hear the flute.
The slippery grass and heavy, wet
T he next morning the workers came
hall made it a tight game all the way.
bv the flutist with their ears siufTed
T hird had a slight edge on the play
with cotton, but they stopped anyway
in the first half and an even slighter
watched the flutist's nimble finand
one in the second.
fly
over the keys and hummed the
gers
Eighth came from behind in the
second half to down Seventh with charming little tunes to themselves.
two touchdown passes from the hand Again each one was half an hour late
of Rusty Roush. Early in the second to work. Again the business men and
half. Rusty heaved the ball half the
the state officials met and there was
length of the field to Jim Ilornaday
argumentation and debate, but
more
who caught it on the four and
finally they decided to blindfold the
stepped over to tie the score
Karl Bowman set up the winning workers so that they could not watch
touchdown by intercepting a pass. the flutist's fingers.
Rusty tossed from the 35 to Tom
The next morning the business men
Rovne who received the pigskin for
led the deaf and blindfolded workers
a TD.
6--
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VOICE

secmlv behavior in general conduct
bv Wooslcr students participating in
or in attendance at college functions
wherever they may be. They made it
clear that they do not accept re
oil
enforcement
for
sponsibilily
campus.
Cleanliness Is the Object
After each section president told
his ideas for proper dress at Kenarden
meals, the council framed this resolution: "A rule for dress be determined
bv cleanliness and neatness; dungarees
and fatigues be excluded from evening
meals. Coats and ties are the dress for
Sunday dinner. The discretion of the
head waiter is the criterion for proper
dress."
The MSGA recommended to the
Student Faculty Relations Committee
that they
and to the administration
look into the reasons for the college
rule prohibiting cars.

I

guess

Art Department
Ads Equipment

"A Pleasant Walk
From the Campus"

The art department announced this
the addition of a new electric
kiln and a potter's wheel to their
equipment for the plastics arts classes.

Near the North Farm Dairies

WEIGEL'S
BARBER SHOP

week

for

When assembled, they will be placed
in the studio in upper Galpin.
One hundred and twenty pictures
were borrowed by students from the
department's lending library of art
Thursday and Friday of this week.
Rental prices average 50 cents a picture each semester and are renewable.

BEAUTIFUL HAIR
1.50 value

a

Breck Shampoo

6, 1950

George Lahm
Jeweler
221 E. Liberty St.

Phone

Wooster, O.

1035--

W

8 oz. size

Folks Coming for

Breck Hairdress
2L, oz. size

Both for
plus-ta-

Home-coming-

?

Make Reservations for them

1.00

at

x

THE POST SCRIPT MOTEL

past the flutist to their machines. But
when the workers got to their machines they spent half an hour talking I'VE LOST MY MIND!
Believe us, you'll never find it any
about the flutist and their present premore quickly or easily than through
dicament. The business men and the Voice classifieds!
Either phone or
state officials became really worried leave at the office in lower Kauke
now and spent the entire day disicuss-inby Tuesday noon your losses, finds,
their troubles and finally it was wants, or saleable articles. All this
as little as three
decided to gag the workers so that they and results, too, for
cents a word or a minimum total of
could not waste time talking.
cents!
twenty-fivThe next day the workers started
7
r- work on time, but they were unhappy
and they could not see what they were
doing. So production slowed down and
the wheels became more and more
square. Furthermore, the business men
and the state officials dared not look
toward the perfectly round slate center
nor did they dare talk with each other
nor listen to each other for fear that
they wotdd be accused of looking at
the flutist or talking about him or listening to news about him and thus
losing their sight, speech or hearing.
Prosperity was turning out very few
wheels and those that were manufactured were more square than round.
Other states started making better
wheels, and it was not long before
Prosperity disappeared from the face
of the earth.

5

MUSKOFF DRUGS

Miles East of Wooster on U. S. 30
Call 5022-R

Woostcr Hotel Building

g

TROLLEY LEAGUE
from page

(continued

3)

The Trolley league got
start last week because Ninth
forfeited twice, but an

to a

off

slow

all-Dougla-

ss

contest Sept. 23 between B and C
Sections provided action which ended
in a 6 0 victory for C.
Xo one scored until midway in
the second half when Douglass C
blocked a punt on the five and then
won the battle on a pass from Bob
Hilty to Grant I'hl. In the closing
minutes B came back with a threat
hut failed to score.
On the 27 and again on the 29
Section failed to produce
Xinth
enough
players and consequently
bowed to both A and B.
This junior league now has five
teams, with officials hoping that more
will participate
as the season goes
on. The letters of the Douglass squads
designate the section of that dormitory
which they represent.

Nylon Sweaters
CLASSIFIED ADS
REGULAR
REG. (ALL CAPS)
MINIMUM

THEATRE

Experienced

BUY

TYPING

BOBBIE BROOKS

e

USE OUR

WOOSTER

Colfon Blouses and Shirts

3c a word
,5c a word
25c

FRI. and SAT.

"DESERT HAWK"
and

"BEYOND THE
PURPLE HILLS"

Mrs. Elsie Newman

BEULAH BECHTEL

Accredited Typist
FAST
ACCURATE

"Fashions of Distinction"

Call 655
605 Spruce St.

QUALITY DAIRY PRODUCTS

. . .

indoor picture

r

n

.

Short

Heaven Sent for College

by

Mated for success in any wardrobe these lovable sweaters will
"mix or match" with your
skirts and slacks. Slip-onylon
sweaters with short sleeves. Soft
and warm, they wash easily, retain their shape and dry quickly. Moth resistant, too! Pink,
powder blue, Hunter green,
yellow, brown.
Sizes 34 to 40
3.95

Wool Sweaters

Sanforized cotton in white and pastels
Beautifully tailored

Done for Term Papers,
Independent Study Papers
and Manuscripts

a

-

MILK

taking is easy

...fun

CREAM

-

BUTTER

ICE CREAM

"

r.

FOR HOME DELIVERY
CALL 319

. .

r
sleeve wool
sweaters by Lampl . neat tailored sweaters in
colors . . Star
ruby,
brown,
Heather grey, green, royal, tan,
Forest green.
Sizes 34 to 40
3.95
Matching Cardigan
Sweaters by
long
sleaves. Same colors as above
sweater.
Sizes 34 to 40
5.95
SPORTS WEAR
SECOND FLOOR
slip-ove-

.

.

new-seaso- n

SUN. and MON.
Bob Hope
Lucille Ball
in

All-Wo-

-

WED.

-

THURS.

Lana Turner

Ray Milland

r

r

"A LIFE OF HER

OWN"
-

I
U9.

M.

Ml.

4

THURS.

133

Vf RICHROME FILM

i

Stop in fodoy for the
Kodak Film and photo

ol

lamps

you'll

need.

photo-finishin-

SNYDER'S

UWOWV

CAMERA SHOP
Liberty at Bever

Phone 920

Public Square

N. BEVER ST.

J

Prompt, expert
g
service here.

W.

The Finest in
Sportswear

Wayne Thealre
WED.

with Kodak

Lampl...

"FANCY PANTS'
TUES.

Ij

.

Velveteen
and Jersey
Juniors score
at college
Take soft, luscious velveteen

BRENNER

"RED SHOES"

BROS.

. . . mix with willowy-worstejersey . . . Adds up to the
pertest, prettiest dress this
side of a coke date. Velveteen inset window pane yoke
with shyly shirred waist, vel
and
veteen buttons,
puffed sleeves. Self belt
heather grey.
d

WATCHES
DIAMONDS
GLASSWARE
STERLING
CHINA
-:-

-

-:-

-

WATCH REPAIRS
CRYSTALS REPLACED
WHILE YOU WAIT
MAINSPRINGS REPLACED

ONE THREE HOURS
--

Win friends and influence

co-e-

COMPLETE CLEAN AND
PUT IN GOOD ORDER

ds

THREE TO FIVE

with our complete line of

S$anAa2fcv?

DAYS

shirts, neckwear,

.

underwear, pajamas, sportshirts,
and handkerchiefs.

:

t

f

CHARGE ACCOUNT
AVAILABLE IF YOU WISH

NICK

AMSTER
Hart Schaffner &

WOOSTER,

Marx Clothes

$1495

OHIO

SIZES
SINCE
OLIN

Be

1906 ON

THE SQUARE

MARGARET PRITCHARD,

Owners

9-1-

5

FREEDLANDER'S
THIRD FLOOR

if

